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Abstract
Let S be a ﬁnite generalized quadrangle of order ðs; tÞ; sa1at: A spread is a set of st þ 1
mutually nonconcurrent lines ofS: A spread T ofS is called a spread of symmetry if there is a
group of automorphisms ofS which ﬁxes T elementwise and which acts transitively (and then
regularly) on the points of at least one line (and then all lines) of T: De Bruyn (European J.
Combin. 20 (1999) 759; Constructions and characterizations of near polygons, Ph.D. Thesis,
Universiteit Gent, 2000, ivþ 203pp) has developed a method for constructing near polygons
from spreads of symmetry of generalized quadrangles, and new spreads of symmetry would
yield new near polygons. In this way, many new classes of near polygons were discovered by
De Bruyn. If t ¼ s2; then only one class of generalized quadrangles is known that admit
spreads of symmetry, namely the classical example Qð5; qÞ; q ¼ s; arising from a nonsingular
elliptic quadric in PGð5; qÞ; and in that case there is a unique class of spreads of symmetry. In
De Bruyn and Thas (Illinois J. Math. 46 (2002) 797), the authors started to investigate
nonexistence and existence of spreads of symmetry in various general classes of generalized
quadrangles of order ðs; s2Þ; s41; and several strong characterizations of Qð5; sÞ were
obtained. The most important problem that remained open in that context was to classify
those elation generalized quadrangles of order ðs; s2Þ; s41 and s odd, which have a spread of
symmetry. In this paper, we completely solve that problem. No new near polygons arise. Our
result also contributes to the classiﬁcation of those generalized quadrangles having a line of
elation points.
r 2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
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1. Introduction and motivation
1.1. Near polygons and spreads of symmetry
A near polygon is a partial linear space with the property that for every point p and
every line L there exists a unique point on L nearest to p (with respect to the distance
in the point graph G). If d is the diameter of G, then the near polygon is called a near
2d-gon. A near 0-gon is just a point, a near 2-gon is a line, and the class of the near 4-
gons coincides with the class of the generalized quadrangles, below. Also, generalized
2d-gons and dual polar spaces are examples of near polygons. Near polygons were
introduced by Shult and Yanushka [15] because of their relationship with the
so-called ‘tetrahedrally closed systems of lines’ in Euclidean spaces. For a survey on
recent results on near polygons, see De Bruyn [6].
Two lines L and M of a near polygon are called parallel if dðL; mÞ is
independent of the chosen point mIM: Clearly, every two disjoint lines of a
generalized quadrangle are parallel. A spread of a near polygon is a set of lines
which partition the point set. A spread of symmetry of a near polygon G is a spread
T such that for every line LAT and for every two points x and y of L; there exists
an automorphism of G ﬁxing each line of T and mapping x onto y: Clearly, every
two lines of a spread of symmetry are parallel. Dually, one deﬁnes ovoids of
symmetry.
De Bruyn [4,5] has developed a construction method of near polygons from
spreads of symmetry of generalized quadrangles, and new spreads of symmetry
would yield new near polygons. Many new classes of near polygons were thusly
discovered. For generalized quadrangles of order ðs; s2Þ; s41; only one class of
examples is known admitting spreads of symmetry, namely the classical example
Qð5; qÞ; q ¼ s; arising from a nonsingular elliptic quadric in PGð5; qÞ (and in that
case there is a unique class of spreads of symmetry).
It is an open problem whether there are known nonclassical GQs of order
ðs; s2Þ; s41; having a spread of symmetry. This is the main concern of the present
paper.
1.2. Finite generalized quadrangles
A (ﬁnite) generalized quadrangle ðGQÞ of order ðs; tÞ is an incidence structure
S ¼ ðP; B; IÞ in which P and B are disjoint (nonempty) sets of objects called points
and lines respectively, and for which I is a symmetric point–line incidence relation
satisfying the following axioms.
1. Each point is incident with t þ 1 lines (tX1) and two distinct points are incident
with at most one line.
2. Each line is incident with s þ 1 points (sX1) and two distinct lines are incident
with at most one point.
3. If p is a point and L is a line not incident with p; then there is a unique point–line
pair ðq; MÞ such that pIMIqIL:
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If s ¼ t; then S is also said to be of order s.
For notations and deﬁnitions not explicitly mentioned here, we refer to the
monograph Finite Generalized Quadrangles by Payne and Thas [13], denoted as FGQ
in the sequel. For an extensive survey on recent results on automorphisms and
characterizations of GQs, see [17].
Let S ¼ ðP; B; IÞ be a (ﬁnite) generalized quadrangle of order ðs; tÞ; sa1at:
Then jPj ¼ ðs þ 1Þðst þ 1Þ and jBj ¼ ðt þ 1Þðst þ 1Þ: Also, spt2 and, dually, tps2;
and s þ t divides stðs þ 1Þðt þ 1Þ:
There is a point–line duality for GQs of order ðs; tÞ for which in any deﬁnition or
theorem the words ‘point’ and ‘line’ are interchanged and also the parameters.
Normally, we assume without further notice that the dual of a given theorem or
deﬁnition has also been given. Also, sometimes a line will be identiﬁed with the set of
points incident with it without further notice. This will be done frequently.
A GQ is called thick if every point is incident with more than two lines and if every
line is incident with more than two points.
Let p and q be points of S: If p ¼ q or if p and q are on the same line (and then
they are called ‘collinear’), then we write pBq: The same notation is used for lines
(and in that case, we speak of ‘concurrent lines’). For pAP; put p> ¼ fqAP jj qBpg:
For a pair of distinct points fp; qg; the trace of fp; qg is deﬁned as p>-q>; and we
denote this set by fp; qg>: Then 7fp; qg>7 ¼ s þ 1 or t þ 1; according as pBq or
pfq: More generally, if ADP; A> is deﬁned by A> ¼ Tfp> jj pAAg: For paq; the
span of the pair fp; qg is spðp; qÞ ¼ fp; qg>> ¼ frAP jj rAs> for all sAfp; qg>g:
When pfq; then fp; qg>> is also called the hyperbolic line deﬁned by p and q; and
7fp; qg>>7 ¼ s þ 1 or 7fp; qg>>7pt þ 1 according as pBq or pfq: If pBq; paq; or
if pfq and 7fp; qg>>7 ¼ t þ 1; we say that the pair fp; qg is regular. The point p is
regular provided fp; qg is regular for every qAP\fpg: Regularity for lines is deﬁned
dually. One easily proves that either s ¼ 1 or tps if S has a regular pair of
noncollinear points.
Finally, if S is a GQ, then by SD we denote its point–line dual. Also, AutðSÞ
denotes the automorphism group of S; see FGQ.
Consider a nonsingular quadric of Witt index 2; that is, of projective index 1; in
PGð3; qÞ; PGð4; qÞ; PGð5; qÞ; respectively. The points and lines of the quadric form a
generalized quadrangle which is denoted by Qð3; qÞ; Qð4; qÞ; Qð5; qÞ; respectively, and
has order ðq; 1Þ; ðq; qÞ; ðq; q2Þ; respectively. The points of PGð3; qÞ together with
the totally isotropic lines with respect to a symplectic polarity form a GQ WðqÞ of
order q: The generalized quadrangles deﬁned in this paragraph are called classical
generalized quadrangles, see Chapter 3 of FGQ.
Let S ¼ ðP; B; IÞ be a GQ of order ðs; tÞ; s; t41:
An elation about the point p is a collineation ofS that ﬁxes p linewise and no point
of P\ p>: By deﬁnition, the identity is an elation (about every point). If p is a point of
the GQ S for which there exists a group G of elations about p which acts regularly
on the points of P\ p>; then S is said to be an elation generalized quadrangle ðEGQÞ
with elation point p and elation group (or base-group) G; and we often write ðSðpÞ; GÞ
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forS: An axis of symmetry L ofS is a line for which there is a full group of size s of
collineations of S ﬁxing L> elementwise. Dually, one deﬁnes a center of symmetry.
If a GQ ðSðpÞ; GÞ is an EGQ with elation point p; and if each line incident with p is
an axis of symmetry, then we say that S is a translation generalized quadrangle
ðTGQÞ with translation point p and translation group (or base-group) G: In such a
case, G is uniquely deﬁned; G is generated by all symmetries about every line incident
with p; and G is the set of all elations about p; see FGQ.
Theorem 1.1 (FGQ, 8.3.1). Let S ¼ ðP; B; IÞ be a GQ of order ðs; tÞ; s; t41:
Suppose each line through some point p is an axis of symmetry, and let G be the group
generated by the symmetries about the lines through p. Then G is elementary abelian
and ðSðpÞ; GÞ is a TGQ.
1.3. Concerning this paper
The following is taken from [7].
Theorem 1.2 (De Bruyn and Thas [7]). Let S be a TGQ of order ðs; tÞ; t4s41;
which admits a spread of symmetry. Then S is isomorphic to Qð5; sÞ:
Relying on Theorem 1.2, the following generalization of Theorem 1.2 was
obtained in the even case:
Theorem 1.3 (De Bruyn and Thas [7]). Let S be an EGQ of order ðs; s2Þ; s41 and s
even, which admits a spread of symmetry. Then S is isomorphic to Qð5; sÞ:
It is the main purpose to obtain Theorem 1.3 for the case where s is odd.
Note. The reason why there is a considerable distinction between the even case and
the odd case is that, at some point in the proof of Theorem 1.3, the situation arises
where S is an EGQ with base-point x of order ðs; s2Þ; s even, and there is a regular
line of S which is incident with x: By a theorem of Thas (of [16]), we then can
conclude that S is a TGQ with translation point x; and Theorem 1.2 applies. There
is no such result available for the odd case.
2. Setting of notation and introductory results
Suppose T is a spread of the GQ S of order ðs; tÞ; s; t41: Then T is Hermitian or
regular or normal if for every two distinct lines L and M of T; the pair fL; Mg is regular
(so jfL; Mg>>j ¼ s þ 1) and fL; Mg>>DT: Suppose T is a spread of symmetry ofS:
Then there is a group of automorphisms of S; denoted HT; which ﬁxes each line of T
and which acts regularly on the points of each line of T (so jHTj ¼ s þ 1), see, e.g., [7].
Also, each such a spread of symmetry is easily shown to be Hermitian.
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Let S be a generalized quadrangle of order ðs; tÞ ¼ ðqn; qmÞ; where q is a prime
power, n; mAQ: Then we have the following.
Lemma 2.1 (De Bruyn and Thas [7]). If S has a Hermitian spread, then t ¼ s2:
Suppose ðSðxÞ; GÞ is an EGQ of order ðs; s2Þ; sa1 and s odd, and suppose that T
is a spread of symmetry of S with corresponding group HT: We denote the unique
line of T through x by ½N	: Clearly we have that
Every point on ½N	 is an elation point.
Fix an arbitrary line Uf½N	 of S: Denote by ui; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s; the points on U ;
and write xj for the unique point on ½N	 collinear with uj for each j: For each i;
deﬁne Hi as the group of elations about xi which ﬁxes U : That we can speak of ‘the
group’ is shown by the following three lemmas, especially Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.2. ½N	 is a regular line.
Proof. We know that the spread T; which contains the line ½N	; is a Hermitian
spread, so for each line O of T\f½N	g; fO; ½N	g is a regular pair of lines. Take an
arbitrary line Ve½N	> which is not contained in T: If v is an arbitrary point on V
and O0 is the line of T through v; then there is an elation y about proj½N	 v which
maps O0 onto V ; and hence, since y ﬁxes ½N	; also fV ; ½N	g is a regular pair of lines.
Whence the result. &
Lemma 2.3. S has order ðs; s2Þ; s a prime power.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, S contains a regular line, and hence spt: By Frohardt [8],
the fact that S is an EGQ implies that s and t are powers of the same prime p:
By Lemma 2.1, there hence follows that t ¼ s2: &
Lemma 2.4. The set of all elations about xi is the full group of elations about xi:
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we have that t ¼ s2: So, by Chapter 1 of FGQ, for each two
noncollinear points u and v ofS; jfu; vg>>j ¼ 2; and then 8.2.4 (iv) of FGQ implies
that the full set of elations about xi forms an elation group with elation point xi: &
Note that Hi ﬁxes U ; the point ui; and each line through xi: Deﬁne H ¼ HðU ; ½N	Þ
as the group generated by all the groups Hi; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s; and let N be the kernel of
the action of H on fU ; ½N	g>: Sometimes we will write X for fU ; ½N	g>:
A (group with a) split BN-pair of rank 1 is a permutation group ðY ; GÞ; where G
acts on Y ; which satisﬁes the following properties.
(BN1) G acts 2-transitively on Y ;
(BN2) for every yAY the stabilizer of y in G has a normal subgroup (called root
group) which acts regularly on Y \fyg:
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If Y is a ﬁnite set, then the split BN-pair of rank 1 also is called finite. The
following theorem classiﬁes all ﬁnite split BN-pairs of rank 1 without using the
classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite simple groups, see [10,14].
Theorem 2.5 (Hering et al. [10] and Shult [14]). Suppose ðY ; GÞ is a group with a
finite split BN-pair of rank 1, and suppose jY j ¼ s þ 1; with soN: If G is generated by
the root groups, then G must always be one of the following (up to isomorphism): ð1Þ a
sharply 2-transitive group on Y; ð2Þ PSLð2; sÞ; (3) the Ree group Rð ﬃﬃs3p Þ with ﬃﬃs3p an odd
power of 3; (4) the Suzuki group Szð ﬃﬃsp Þ with ﬃﬃsp an odd power of 2; (5) the unitary
group PSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ; each in their natural action of degree s þ 1:
Every root group has order s: In all of the cases except in Case (1), s is a prime
power. We have that jPSLð2; sÞj ¼ ðs þ 1Þsðs  1Þ or ðs þ 1Þsðs  1Þ=2; according to
whether s is even or odd; in the other cases, we have that jRð ﬃﬃs3p Þj ¼ ðs þ 1Þ
sð ﬃﬃs3p  1Þ; jSzð ﬃﬃsp Þj ¼ ðs þ 1Þsð ﬃﬃsp  1Þ; and jPSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þj ¼ ðsþ1Þsð
ﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
1Þ
gcdð3; ﬃs3p þ1Þ ðgcdða; bÞ
denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b; a; bAN).
Lemma 2.6. ðX ; H=NÞ is a split BN-pair of rank 1.
Proof. It is clear that H=N acts 2-transitively on the set X ¼ fL0; L1;y; Lsg:
Suppose L ¼ LiAX is arbitrary, iAf0; 1;y; sg; and consider g1hg; where h is a
nontrivial element of Hi; and where g is a nontrivial element of HL: Then clearly,
g1hg ﬁxes xi linewise, and also Ug
1hg ¼ U : As h is an elation about xi; we have that
g1hg is also an elation about xi: By Lemma 2.4, g1hgAHi: Hence the lemma. &
Lemma 2.7. H=N is one of the following:
1. a sharply 2-transitive group;
2. PSLð2; sÞ;
3. Rð ﬃﬃs3p Þ;
4. PSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ:
Proof. Immediately by Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, and the fact that s is odd. &
3. Nets, generalized quadrangles and the Axiom of Veblen
A (ﬁnite) net of order kðX2Þ and degree rðX2Þ is an incidence structure N ¼
ðP; B; IÞ satisfying the following properties:
1. each point is incident with r lines and two distinct points are incident with at most
one line;
2. each line is incident with k points and two distinct lines are incident with at most
one point;
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3. if p is a point and L a line not incident with p; then there is a unique line M
incident with p and not concurrent with L:
A net of order k and degree r has k2 points and kr lines. For more on nets, see
e.g. [2].
Theorem 3.1 (FGQ, 1.3.1). Let p be a regular point of a GQ S ¼ ðP; B; IÞ of order
ðs; tÞ; sa1at: Then the incidence structure with point set p>\fpg; with line set the set
of spans fq; rg>>; where q and r are noncollinear points of p>\fpg; and with the
natural incidence, is the dual of a net of order s and degree t þ 1: If in particular s ¼ t;
there arises a dual affine plane of order s. Also, in the case s ¼ t; the incidence structure
pp with point set p>; with line set the set of spans fq; rg>>; where q and r are different
points in p>; and with the natural incidence, is a projective plane of order s.
Axiom of Veblen. If L1IxIL2; L1aL2; M1I\xI\M2; and if the line Li is concurrent
with the line Mj for all i; jAf1; 2g; then M1 is concurrent with M2:
An example of a dual net N which is not a dual afﬁne plane and which
satisﬁes the Axiom of Veblen is the dual net Hnq ; n42; which is constructed as
follows:
* the points of Hnq are the points of PGðn; qÞ not in a given subspace PGðn 
2; qÞDPGðn; qÞ;
* the lines of Hnq are the lines of PGðn; qÞ which have no point in common with
PGðn  2; qÞ;
* the incidence in Hnq is the natural one.
By the following theorem these dual nets Hnq are characterized by the Axiom of
Veblen.
Theorem 3.2 (Thas and De Clerck [22]). Let N be a dual net with s þ 1 points on
any line and t þ 1 lines through any point, where t þ 14s: If N satisfies the Axiom of
Veblen, then NDHnq with n42 (hence s ¼ q and t þ 1 ¼ qn1Þ:
The following theorem is taken from Thas [18] and implies that a net which arises
from a regular point in a thick GQ cannot contain proper subnets of the same degree
and different from an afﬁne plane:
Theorem 3.3 (Thas [18]). SupposeS ¼ ðP; B; IÞ is a GQ of order ðs; tÞ; s; ta1; with a
regular point p. Let Np be the net which arises from p, and suppose N
0
p is a subnet of
the same degree as Np: Then we have the following possibilities:
1. N0p coincides with Np;
2. N0p is an affine plane of order t and s ¼ t2; also, from N0p there arises a proper
subquadrangle of S of order t having p as a regular point.
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If, conversely, S has a proper subquadrangle containing the point p and of order
ðs0; tÞ with s0a1; then it is of order t, and hence s ¼ t2: Also, there arises a proper
subnet of Np which is an affine plane of order t.
Denote by GðXÞ the induced subgeometry of S which is deﬁned by the lines of X
(we will also use that notation for each such set X ). If a dual net N satisﬁes the
Axiom of Veblen, then we also say that N satisﬁes the Axiom of Veblen.
Lemma 3.4. N acts semiregularly on S\GðX Þ or SDQð5; qÞ; q ¼ s:
Proof. Suppose that N does not act semiregularly on S\GðX Þ; let p be a ﬁxed point
of yAN; y not the identity, peGðX Þ: Then by Payne and Thas [13, 2.2.2, 2.4.1],
y ﬁxes a subGQ of S of order s elementwise. Note that:
(i) AutðSÞ acts transitively on the pairs of nonconcurrent lines of ½N	>;
(ii) ifS0 is a subGQ ofS of order s which completely contains the ðs þ 1Þ  ðs þ 1Þ-
grid GðfU 0; V 0g>>Þ; where ½N	AfU 0; V 0g> and U 0fV 0; then, since jS0-Tj ¼
s þ 1 by an easy counting argument, and considering the action of HT on S; (i)
leads to the fact that ½N	 is contained in at least (and then precisely; this is just
easy counting) s3 þ s2 subGQs of order s (it is clear that no nontrivial element of
HT stabilizes S
0).
By Property (ii), the netN½N	 arising from the regular line ½N	 satisﬁes the Axiom
of Veblen. Hence by Theorem 3.2, N½N	; which is the point–line dual of N½N	; is
isomorphic to H3s : Fix such a subGQS
0 of order s through ½N	; and suppose that L
and M are nonconcurrent lines of ½N	>-S0: For the sake of convenience, assume
that UAfL; Mg>: Put H ¼ HðU ; ½N	Þ: Then clearly H and each Hi; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s;
ﬁxes the afﬁne plane PS0 in N½N	 as deﬁned by S
0: If we interpret Hi in the
projective completion P of PS0 ; then Hi ﬁxes all the lines through (the point which
corresponds to) xi in P; and the point zIxiui; where z corresponds to fL; Mg>>:
Hence each point of xiui is ﬁxed by each element of Hi as interpreted as a collineation
of the automorphism group AutðPÞ of P: As N½N	DH3s ; we also know that P is
Desarguesian. Thus H=N 0DSLð2; sÞ; where N 0 is the kernel of the action of H on
S0: The result now follows by taking over the ﬁnal part of the proof of Theorem 4.2
(starting from ‘Property (F)’). &
As a corollary of Lemma 3.4, we obtain:
Lemma 3.5. If S is not classical, then jNj divides s2  1:
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, N acts semiregularly on the points of S\GðX Þ: Let iaj
be elements of f0; 1;y; sg; and consider xi and uj: Then xifuj and
jfxi; ujg>-½S\GðX Þ	j ¼ s2  1: As N ﬁxes both xi and uj; the lemma follows. &
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Lemma 3.6. HiHj-Hk ¼ f1g for distinct i; j and k.
Proof. Suppose that y;f and s are nontrivial elements of respectively Hi; Hj and Hk
so that yf ¼ s: As s is a prime power (and as t ¼ s2Þ; s ﬁxes some line M through uk
different from U and xkuk: Then M ¼ Ms ¼ Myf; and hence projxi My and
projxj M
y both intersect M: But since ½N	 is a regular line by Lemma 2.2, this implies
that U intersects ½N	; clearly a contradiction. &
Lemma 3.7. jHjXs3  s:
Proof. Let U ; ½N	; ui; xj; etc. be as before. Let L be an arbitrary H-orbit inS\GðX Þ:
Each Hi; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s; ﬁxes at least one line O through ui different from U and
projui ½N	; and which is, as a point set, contained in L,GðXÞ (by considering the
possible orders of the Hi-orbits in the set of lines through ui distinct from U and
projui ½N	 ¼ xiui—recall that s is a prime power). Each point of O is a point of
L,GðX Þ; and hence the points on the lines of fO; ½N	g> are completely contained
in L0: Let W be a line of fO; ½N	g> which is not contained in X (note that
fO; ½N	g> ¼ fW ; xiuig>>). The stabilizer HW of W in H acts transitively on X \Z;
where ZBW and ZAX : Hence each point of ½N	\fZ-Wg is incident with at least s
lines different from ½N	; of which the point sets are completely contained in
L,GðX Þ: As H acts transitively on the points of ½N	; the lemma follows. &
Lemma 3.8. H=N cannot act as a sharply 2-transitive group on X unless s ¼ 3 (recall
that s is odd).
Proof. Assume that H=N acts sharply 2-transitively on X : Let HT be the group of
s þ 1 collineations ofS which all ﬁx T elementwise, and note the following property
(stated in terms of the line L0):
(F) Suppose that hAHT is nontrivial, and suppose that Lh0 ¼ Li for some
iAf1; 2;y; sg: Let gAH0 be arbitrary but nontrivial. Then h1gh ¼ gh is an
element of Hi with the property that, if L is an arbitrary line of f½N	; Ug>>; then
Lg ¼ Lgh :
Hence using Lemma 3.6 (see the proof of Theorem 4.2 for more details), the group
F deﬁned by
F ¼ /gðghÞ1 jj gAH0; hAHTS;
which has the property that each of its elements ﬁxes f½N	; Ug>> elementwise, has
at least size s2 (in its action on X ). Hence H=N ﬁxes X> elementwise (see the
lemma). Consider an arbitrary Hi; iAf0; 1;y; sg: Then it follows readily that Hi
ﬁxes X> elementwise. As H is generated by all such Hi; it follows that also N ﬁxes
X> elementwise. Consider an arbitrary point xAS\GðXÞ: Then jxN j ¼ jNj by
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Lemma 3.4. As N ﬁxes GðX Þ elementwise, we also obtain that each point of xN is
collinear with each point of x>-GðX Þ; and hence, since S is a GQ of order ðs; s2Þ;
we have that jNjps þ 1 by [13, 1.2.4]. Since jNj divides s2  1 and since jHjXs3  s;
we obtain that jNjAfs  1; s þ 1g: The case where jNj ¼ s þ 1 is not possible by
Lemma 28 of Thas [20]. Assume that jNj ¼ s  1: Then H and H0; H1;y; Hs have
the following properties:
1. jHj ¼ s3  s;
2. the groups H0; H1;y; Hs form a complete conjugacy class in H and jHij ¼ s for
all feasible i;
3. NHðHiÞ-Hj ¼ f1g for distinct i and j in f0; 1;y; sg;
4. HiHj-Hk ¼ f1g for distinct i; j and k:
Hence H is a group with a 4-gonal basis (in the terminology of Payne and Thas,
see [13, 10.7.4]), and by the main result of Kantor [12]; Thas [19], HDSLð2; sÞ: But
then H=N only acts sharply 2-transitively on X unless s ¼ 3 if s is odd. &
Lemma 3.9. fH0; H1;y; Hsg is the set of Sylow p-subgroups of H, where s ¼
ph; hAN:
Proof. We know that jHj ¼ jH=Nj  jNj ¼ ðsn  1Þðs þ 1Þs=r  jNj; with
rAf1; 2; gcdð3; ﬃﬃs3p þ 1Þg and nAf1; 2=3; 1=2; 1=3g; where r ¼ 2 if and only if
H=NDPSLð2; sÞ; and where r ¼ gcdð3; ﬃﬃs3p þ 1Þ if and only if H=NDPSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ:
By Lemma 3.5, we have that jNj divides s2  1; and hence, as gcdðjNj; sÞ ¼ 1; s ¼ ph
is the greatest power of p which divides jHj: Hence the Hi; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s; are Sylow
p-subgroups of H: As the Hi form a complete conjugacy class in H; and as all Sylow
p-subgroups are mutually conjugated, the result follows. &
Deﬁnition and notation. If G is a group, then by G0 we denote the derived group of G.
If G is a group for which G ¼ G0; then G is called a perfect group. Suppose G and H
are groups. Then H is called a central extension of G if there is a surjective
homomorphism f :H-G for which kerðfÞpZðHÞ ðkerðfÞ is the kernel of the
homomorphism f; ZðHÞ is the center of H). Sometimes the pair ðH;fÞ is also called
a central extension of G: A central extension ð %G; xÞ of a group G is called universal, if
for any other central extension ðH; x0Þ of G there exists a unique homomorphism
c : %G-H such that the diagram deﬁned by %G!c H !x
0
G and %G!x G commutes. If a
group G has a universal central extension %G; then %G is known to be unique, up to
isomorphism.
Theorem 3.10 (Aschbacher [1]). ðiÞ A group G has a universal central extension if and
only if it is perfect. The universal central extension of a group is always perfect if
it exists.
ðiiÞ Suppose G is a perfect group, and suppose %G is its universal central extension.
Furthermore, let H be a perfect group which is a central extension of G. Then there
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exists a subgroup N of the center Zð %GÞ of %G; such that
%G=NDH:
Lemma 3.11. H is a perfect central extension of H=N if s43:
Proof. To obtain this result, we prove:
(i) H is a perfect group, and
(ii) NpZðHÞ:
(1) As H=N cannot act sharply 2-transitively on X and as s is odd, we have that
H=N is isomorphic to one of PSLð2; sÞ; PSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ; Rð ﬃﬃs3p Þ; and each of these
groups is perfect (taken that they do not act sharply 2-transitively), except when
H=NDRð3Þ: We exclude the latter case, and refer the reader to [12], as it is proven
there that this case cannot occur. Hence ðH=NÞ0 ¼ H=N ¼ H 0N=N; and so H ¼
H 0N: Note that H ¼ H 0N ¼ NH 0; and jHj ¼ jH 0jjNjjH 0-Nj : As noted before, H0; H1;y; Hs
is the complete set of Sylow p-subgroups of H; s ¼ ph: But s and jNj are coprime,
and so s must divide jH 0j: As an immediate corollary, H 0 and H have the same Sylow
p-subgroups. As H 0pH and as H is generated by its Sylow p-subgroups (recall that
H ¼ /H0; H1;y; HsSÞ; H 0 ¼ H; and thus H is a perfect group.
(2) As N is the kernel of the action of H on X ; N is a normal subgroup of H:
Consider Hi; where iAf0; 1;y; sg is arbitrary. Then N normalizes Hi; and so, as H is
generated by the Hj; j ¼ 0; 1;y; s; ½N; H	 ¼ f1g since N-H ¼ f1g: &
Lemma 3.12. HDSLð2; sÞ and H=NDPSLð2; sÞ:
Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as that of Lemma 4.5 of Thas
[19]. We illustrate the proof on one ‘example’. Assume by way of contradiction that
H=N does not act as PSLð2; sÞ on X : By Lemma 3.11 there is a subgroup F of the
center of the universal central extension H=N of H=N for which H=N=FDH:
Suppose, for instance, that H=NDPSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ: The universal central extension of
PSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ is known to be SUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þ; see [9, p. 302], and also, we know that
jSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þj ¼ gcdð3; ﬃﬃs3p þ 1ÞjPSUð3;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
Þj ¼ ðs þ 1Þsð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
 1Þ: This provides us
with a contradiction since s41; hence s  14
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2
3
p
 1: &
4. Proof of the main result
Before proceeding with the main result, recall the following result:
Theorem 4.1 (Bloemen et al. [3]). Each EGQ of order ðp; tÞ; p; t41; with p a prime, is
isomorphic to WðpÞ; Qð4; pÞ or Qð5; pÞ:
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We arrive at
Theorem 4.2. Suppose S is an elation generalized quadrangle of order ðs; tÞ; s; t41
and s odd, which has a spread of symmetry T: Then SDQð5; sÞ:
Proof. Deﬁne U ; ½N	; ui; xj; H ¼ HðXÞ; etc. as before. Let L be an arbitrary H-
orbit in S\GðX Þ: We already know that jHj ¼ s3  s and that HDSLð2; sÞ: Note
that if xAL; and if MIx and MB½N	; that M\ proj½N	 x is completely contained in L:
Also, as jLj ¼ s3  s; H acts semiregularly onS\GðXÞ: Since L has size s3  s; each
point of ½N	 is incident with precisely s þ 1 lines which are completely contained in
L,GðX Þ (as point sets). Deﬁne the following point–line incidence structure
S0 ¼ ðP0; B0; I 0Þ:
 Lines. The elements of B0 are the lines of S0 and they are of two types:
1. the lines of f½N	; Ug>,f½N	; Ug>>;
2. the lines of S which contain a point of L and a point of GðXÞ:
 Points. The elements of P0 are the points of the incidence structure and they are
just the points of GðX Þ,L:
 Incidence. Incidence I 0 is the ‘induced incidence’.
Observe that Hi; where i ¼ 0; 1;y; s is arbitrary, ﬁxes at least one line O through ui
different from U and projui ½N	; and which is, as a point set, contained in L (as
in the proof of Lemma 3.7). We now repeat the same kind of argument as in
Lemma 3.7. As each point of O is a point of S0; it follows easily that the points
on the lines of fO; ½N	g> are completely contained in S0: Now note that H
acts transitively on the lines of S0 which are incident with an arbitrary but ﬁxed
point z of ½N	 and which are not contained in X : Take such a line WIz: Then
the stabilizer HW of W in H acts transitively on X \Z; where ZIz and ZAX : As the
point set and the line set of fO; ½N	g> are completely contained in S0; then, as a
line set,
jðfO; ½N	g>ÞH jXðs  1Þs þ ðs  1Þ:
This implies immediately that for each pair fW ; W 0g of nonconcurrent lines
in ½N	>-S0; the regular span of lines fW ; W 0g>> is completely contained
in S0 (since there are s2ðs2 þ sÞ such ordered pairs fW ; W 0g in S0; and noting
that AutðSÞS0 acts transitively on the lines of ðS0-½N	>Þ\X,½N	). By
Theorem 3.3, there follows that S0 is a subGQ of S of order s; as S0 clearly
induces a proper subnet of N½N	 of the same degree. Now observe the following
two facts.
(i) AutðSÞ acts transitively on the pairs of nonconcurrent lines in ½N	>:
(ii) Fix such a pair fW ; W 0g of lines. Then fW ; W 0g is regular, and since there are
s þ 1 HðfW ; W 0g>>Þ-orbits in S\GðfW ; W 0g>>Þ; s þ 1 subGQs of S arise of
order s which mutually intersect in GðfW ; W 0g>>Þ:
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From (i) and (ii) and an easy counting argument, it follows thatS contains s3 þ s2
subGQs of order s which all contain ½N	: Now consider the net N½N	: Then N½N	
contains at least s3 þ s2 (and then precisely) distinct afﬁne planes of order s; and
hence, by Theorem 3.2, N½N	 is isomorphic to ðH3s ÞD (as a corollary, the
aforementioned s3 þ s2 afﬁne planes are Desarguesian). Fix W and W 0; and suppose
thatS0 is a subGQ of order s containing GðfW ; W 0g>>Þ: Put X ¼ fW ; W 0g>>; and
adopt the notations U ; xi; uj; Hk; H; etc. from above. Put Li ¼ xiui; i ¼ 0; 1;y; s:
The group Hi; where iAf0; 1;y; sg is arbitrary, ﬁxesS0; all lines through xi; the line
U and fW ; W 0g>>: Now we interpret Hi (with the same notation) in the projective
plane P which is the projective completion of the afﬁne planeNS0 which is induced
by S0 in N½N	: Then each element of Hi ﬁxes the point fW ; W 0g>>; and all lines
through the point xi: Suppose that Z is the line of fW ; W 0g>> which is incident with
xi: As a central collineation of a ﬁnite projective plane is also axial (and conversely),
each element of Hi also ﬁxes each point of Z (in P). Since Hi acts faithfully on P;
and since the same reasoning can be made for each of the s þ 1 subGQs of order s
through GðfW ; W 0g>>Þ; each ðs þ 1Þ  ðs þ 1Þ-grid which contains Z and ½N	 is
ﬁxed by each element of Hi: Hence, in S; each line through ui is ﬁxed by each
element of Hi: Let HT be the group of s þ 1 collineations of S which all ﬁx T
elementwise, and note the following important property (which we state, for the sake
of convenience, in terms of the line L0):
(F) Suppose that hAHT is nontrivial, and suppose that Lh0 ¼ Li for some
iAf1; 2;y; sg: Let gAH0 be arbitrary but nontrivial. Then h1gh ¼ gh is an
element of Hi with the property that, if L is an arbitrary line of f½N	; Ug>>; then
Lg ¼ Lgh :
Property (F) readily follows from the fact that each element of HT ﬁxes each line
of f½N	; Ug>>: Whence, for each gAH0 and each hAHT; we have that
ðF0Þ The element gðghÞ1 of H fixes each line of f½N	; Ug>>:
Now suppose that gðghÞ1 ¼ g0ððg0Þh0 Þ1 for nontrivial h; h0AHT and g; g0AH0:
Then ðg0Þ1g ¼ ððg0Þh0 Þ1gh: First note that the left-hand side is an element of H0: If
ððg0Þh0 Þ1 and gh both are elements of the same Hj for some jAf1; 2;y; sg; then
clearly g ¼ g0 and h ¼ h0: If ððg0Þh0 Þ1 and gh are not elements of the same Hj for all
jAf1; 2;y; sg; then we have a contradiction against the fact that HmHn-Hk ¼ f1g
for distinct m; n and k (as fH0; H1;y; Hsg is a 4-gonal basis of HDSLð2; sÞ). Hence
the group F which is deﬁned by
F ¼ /gðghÞ1 jj gAH0; hAHTS;
and which has the property that each of its elements ﬁxes f½N	; Ug>> elementwise,
has at least size s2: Now recall Dickson’s classiﬁcation of the subgroups of PSLð2; qÞ;
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with q ¼ ph; p a prime (see [11, Hauptsatz 8.27, p. 213]); we list the possible
subgroups HpPSLð2; qÞ; as follows:
(i) H is an elementary abelian p-group;
(ii) H is a cyclic group of order k; where k divides q71
r
; where r ¼ gcdðq  1; 2Þ;
(iii) H is a dihedral group of order 2k; where k is as in (ii);
(iv) H is the alternating group A4; where p42 or p ¼ 2 and h  0 mod 2;
(v) H is the symmetric group S4; where p
2h  1  0 mod 16;
(vi) H is the alternating group A5; where p ¼ 5 or p2h  1  0 mod 5;
(vii) H is a semidirect product of an elementary abelian group of order pm with a
cyclic group of order k; where k divides pm  1 and ph  1;
(viii) H is a PSLð2; pmÞ; where m divides h; or a PGLð2; pnÞ; where 2n
divides h:
First, one observes that F interpreted as a permutation group on f½N	; Ug>
induces a subgroup F0 of PSLð2; sÞ which also has size at least s2: Considering
Dickson’s classiﬁcation, we clearly can only have the following three possibilities for
F0 if F0aPSLð2; sÞ:
1. F0DA4; then jF0j ¼ 12; and so s ¼ 3;
2. F0DA5; then jF0j ¼ 60; and so sp7;
3. F0DS4; then jF0j ¼ 24; and so sp4:
As s is odd, we hence have that sAf3; 5; 7g if F0aPSLð2; sÞ: But asS is an EGQ (for
each point on ½N	), S is classical by Theorem 4.1, so S is isomorphic to Qð5; 3Þ;
Qð5; 5Þ or Qð5; 7Þ; respectively. Suppose we are not in one of these cases. Then F0
coincides with H=NDPSLð2; sÞ; and hence s divides jF0j; and so also jFj: As H is
generated by its (Sylow) subgroups of order s; we hence can conclude that F ¼
HDSLð2; sÞ: So each element of H ﬁxes each line of f½N	; Ug>>: Now consider Hi;
iAf0; 1;y; sg arbitrary. As was noted above, each element y of Hi has the property
that it ﬁxes each line through every point on Li which is ﬁxed by y: Hence Hi is a
group of symmetries. It readily follows that each line of ½N	> is an axis of symmetry,
and hence each point on ½N	 is a translation point. The theorem now follows from
Theorem 1.2. &
We obtain a complete classiﬁcation of those EGQs of order ðs; s2Þ; s41;
admitting a spread of symmetry.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose S is an elation generalized quadrangle of order ðs; tÞ; s; t41;
which has a spread of symmetry T: Then SDQð5; sÞ:
Proof. For s even, the result follows from Theorem 1.3. For s odd, Theorem 4.2
yields the result. &
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Note added in proof. Recently, relying heavily on the ideas and results of the present
paper, the author has completely classiﬁed those GQs which have a regular line of
elation points (as a corollary of a much stronger result), see [21].
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